
MCM FIXTURES



MCMMCLGW

Height: 74.92"

Width: 44"

Depth: 24"

Large Merchandiser Small Merchandiser

Ballet Bar 2 Way Hang bar

MCMMCSMW

Height: 74.92"

Width: 30"

Depth: 18"

MCMBBW

Height: 74.74"

Width: 50"

Depth: 22"

MCM2WW

Height: 68.90"

Width: 24"

Depth: 24"

With an open front and back, 

the large merchandiser can 

be used against a wall or free-

standing on an open floor. This 

unit is split into 2 sections. 

The smaller section contains 

adjustable shelves. The larger 

section can accommodate the 

options of using a hang bar 

along with adjustable shelves.

With an open front and back, 

the small merchandiser can 

be used against a wall or 

freestanding on an open 

floor. The interior section can 

accommodate the options of 

using a hang bar along with 

adjustable shelves.

Adjustable height ballet bar 

with an enclosed compartment 

base. Sign holders are 

available for the end caps.

Adjustable height, two way 

with an enclosed compartment 

base. Sign Holders are 

available for the end caps.

Following the latest trend in furniture design, MCM evokes the shapes and forms of Mid Century Modern design. The style is characterized by simplistic, delicate, and natural 

shapes. MCM is more furniture than fixture. What is old is now new. Clean lines, angled legs, handsome wood. Our MCM line, following in its Scandinavian influenced tradition, 

ships flat and is assembled on site.

MCM FIXTURES



MCMTBHBW MCMTBHBW02

MCMTBLGW MCMTBLGW02 MCMTBSMW

Large Table w/ Hang bar

Large Table Small Table

MCMTBHBW & MCMTBHBW02

Minimum Height: 64.92"

Maximum Height: 82.92"

Width: 60"

Depth: 30"

MCMTBLGW & MCMTBLGW02

Height: 29.92"

Width: 60"

Depth: 30"

MCMTBSMW

Height: 29.92"

Width: 60"

Depth: 20"

Finishes
-High Gloss White Laminate 

-Baltic Birch Plywood w/ Deep Red Oak Stain

-Exposed Plywood Edges

-Satin Nickel

A large table that can be used alongside a top mounted 2 way 

adjustable hang bar. The tables are split in 2 sections. The large 

section can be used with a removable shelf. The short section can be 

specified in 2 options. MCMTBHBW short section is open w and back. 

MCMTBHBW02 has one side open, and one finished closed side.

Same exact construction and options 

as the Large Table with Hang bar except 

without the option of using the 2 way bar.

A smaller table with different overall 

dimensions. Standard ships with the option 

of the small section having an open side 

and a closed finished side.
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